Germline genetic variation contributes to cancer etiology, but self-reported race is not 28 always consistent with genetic ancestry, and samples may not have identifying ancestry 29 information. Here we describe a flexible computational pipeline, PopInf, to visualize principal 30 components analysis output and assign ancestry to samples with unknown genetic ancestry, 31
INTRODUCTION 49
Cancer is a complex disease with genetic and environmental factors contributing to its risk 50 and progression. The underlying genetic architecture of cancer, like other complex diseases, is 51 influenced by common population-specific genetic variation (1, 2) . Common genetic variation is 52 shared within populations of shared genetic ancestry. Unaccounted population structure can 53 confound the results of genetic analyses, like in cancer GWAS, by causing spurious associations 54 to disease phenotypes (3). Thus, assessing genetic ancestry and population structure in studies 55 on the effects of genetic loci and genetic background on cancer is crucial. 56
Cancer research has begun to recognize the importance of identifying genetic ancestry 57 across patients in cancer genetic datasets (4) and across cancer cell lines (5) . Yuan investigate the effect genetic ancestry has on genomic alterations across different cancers and to 60 provide researchers with detailed ancestry information on each patient. Though this publicly 61 accessible resource is of great research value for those using the TCGA data, researchers 62 utilizing other datasets will have to independently infer the ancestry of their samples. 63
Methods and software are currently available to characterize population structure (6,7), 64 estimate local and global ancestry proportions (7,8), or predict ancestry using genomic data (9). 65
These rely on a pre-defined reference panel and may not report admixed samples. Having an 66 easily reproducible and modifiable workflow to visualize PCA and identify ancestry in individuals 67 of unknown ancestral origin would thus be a useful addition to the cancer genetics researchers 68 tool kit. 69
Here we present PopInf v1.0, a pipeline to visualize PCA output and assign ancestry to 70 individuals with unknown ancestry, given a flexible reference population panel of known origins. 71
PopInf v1.0, takes, as input, variants from a sample with unknown or unverified genetic ancestry 72 in variant call format (VCF), compares the variants in the unknown sample to a user defined 73 reference panel, and outputs an inferred ancestry origin report with accompanying PCA plots of 74 the unknown samples and the reference panel. We ran PopInf on variants from 148 samples from 75 the Genotype Tissue Expression (GTEx) Project (10) and on 403 samples from the TCGA liver 76 cancer dataset (11) and identify discrepancies between reported race and inferred genetic 77
ancestry. Further, we analyze each sample by chromosome and find cases of chromosome-78 specific admixture that is not reported in genome-wide analyses. Two sets of variant data are required to use PopInf v1.0: 1) variants from reference 91 populations, and 2) variants from sample(s) of unknown or self-reported race or ancestry. These 92 files need to be mapped to the same reference genome and in VCF file format. Additionally, two 93 sample information text files, one for the reference panel and one for the unknown dataset, are 94 needed for input, each with three tab-delimited columns. For the reference panel sample 95 information text file, column one must contain sample names identical to the naming in the VCF 96 file with one sample per row; column two must specify genetic sex information ("Male" "Female" 97 or "N/A" if unknown, case insensitive); column three must contain population assignment. For the 98 study sample information text file, columns one and two are similar to the reference panel file, but 99 column three is a dummy variable with a single arbitrary value that is the same on every row. For 100 example, column three of the sample information text file for the unknown set of samples could 101 be set as "unknown". Finally, the user must provide the FASTA file (.fa) of the reference genome 102 used for read mapping along with a FASTA index file (.fai) and a sequence dictionary file (.dict). PopInf v1.0 generates PCA plots for the first ten PCs for the study samples and the 118 reference panel, and an inferred ancestry report. Genetic ancestry of each study sample is 119 inferred based on the distance between the study sample and the centroid coordinates of PCs 1 120 and 2 of each reference population. A study sample is inferred to originate from a particular 121 population if it falls within N standard deviations (SDs) from the reference population centroid. To 122 provide multiple levels of confidence, the ancestry is inferred using 1, 2, and 3 SDs. If the sample 123 does not fall within three standard deviations of any population, the sample's ancestry will be 124 assigned to the closest population or will be assigned as having admixed ancestry: PopInf 125 calculates the midpoint coordinates between each pairwise combination of reference populations 126 and then compares those distances to the study sample. For a sample to be assigned as admixed, 127 it must be closer to the midpoint of two populations than to the 3rd standard deviation of any 128 population. If the study sample is closer to the 3rd standard deviation of a population than any of 129 the midpoints, it will be assigned to that population. 130
131

RESULTS 132
Usage examples 133
We ran PopInf v1.0 using variants from two human genetic datasets: one from healthy 134 individuals and one from cancer patients. The GTEx Project (10) Figure 1 ). Both datasets included self-reported race for most 137 individuals. We inferred the genetic ancestries of these samples based on a reference panel 138 consisting of variants from 986 unrelated individuals from populations across Africa, Europe, East 139 Asian, and South Asia from 1000 Genomes Release 3 (20) ( Supplementary Table 3 ). 140
We find that, using genome-wide genotypes, the genetic ancestry of most study samples 141 does match that which is reported, with notable exceptions, and that we are able to infer ancestry 142 of samples of unreported origin. The inferred ancestry matches closely with the self-reported race 143 information in the GTEx dataset (Supplementary Table 4 ). One of the GTEx individuals was 144 missing self-reported race. Based on genetic ancestry, this individual was inferred as admixed 145
East Asian and South Asian ( Supplementary Table 4 ). In the TCGA liver cancer dataset, we found 146 11 individuals with discrepancies between self-reported race and inferred ancestry; for all of these 147 individuals, their self-reported race was white and inferred ancestry was South Asian 148 (Supplementary Table 5 ). We further inferred ancestry for the 10 individuals in the TCGA liver 149 cancer dataset with no self-reported race ( Supplementary Table 5 ). 150
We additionally ran PopInf v1.0 on each autosome and the X chromosome separately, 151 finding that chromosome-specific ancestry does not always match that inferred from the whole 152 genome (Figure 2A and C) . We identify 16 individuals in the GTEx dataset and 56 individuals in 153 the TCGA dataset (Figure 2 B and D) with variation in chromosome-specific ancestry. All of the 154 admixed individuals had different inferred ancestry results among their chromosomes, as 155 expected. However, there were also 60 (12 from GTEx and 48 from TCGA) individuals inferred 156 as having only one ancestry when analyzing all autosomes together that showed variation in 157 chromosome-specific ancestry (Figure 2 B and D) . These ancestry differences across the genome 158
shows that assigning ancestry based only on genome-wide genotypes may result in missing 159 clusters of ancestry across any single chromosome, which may lower our ability to identify risk 160 alleles in datasets consisting of samples of diverse and admixed backgrounds. 
